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Polla Ballool! Polla Ballool !
A. C. Normal is some ,:;chool.
Sing and shout, all unite,
Give us a cheer with all your might.
Sis boom bah! Sis boom bah !
Normal Juniors, Rah ! Rah ! Rah !
The Normal Department class is composed of eight astute and
diligent students, whose duty it has been to establish precedents in
all the activities to be pursued by the department.
Being pioneers we have suffered all the hardships, and uncertainties of pioneer life. But the benignant smile,:; of the Seniors, the
quizzical squint of the Juniors, and the gozzling gaze of the Freshmen have produced a stimulus of encouragement.
Each of our members has reached a high degree of excellence
in some line, for instance: Harold Schuck's regular attendance at
chapel; the sagacity of Mary James at dining room water tournament; Molly Fossbakken's zeal as a suffrage campaigner; Lenora
Garceau's tact as a constant aid to cupid; the overcoming modesty
of Bertha Bjoin when playing basket ball; the financial ability with
which Nora Enge has managed our treasury; the persistency of
Oscar Olson's calls at the hall; and the promptness with which Nels
Engen adjourns our class meetings are all worthy of emulation by
uur successors.
As a whole our class is very modest and practical. Weare not
given to sentimentality but, nevertheless, cupid has claimed a victim from among us. We sorely lament this, but have no grudge
against cupid, but rather, blame it to the winning smiles of our
senior friends. Since we have become accustomed to our surroundings, and touched by the gentle influence of the Freshmen we have
become more susceptible to the charms of the Seniors, and it is only
by means of the neutralizing effect of the Juniors tr.at we are able
to remain intact.
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Phillip Royson
Robert Brown (Clerk of Benson & Benson)
Jenkins (Miss Rebecca's butler)
Rebecca Luke (a maiden lady)
Katherine Rogers (her neice)

Nels Engen
Harold Schuck
Oscar Olson
Nora Enge
Bertha Bjoin
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